
The Snowflake Collector

By Daniel Hale

The street outside the front door is dimly lit by a single streetlight. Melted snow glimmers sickly 

on the tarmac, while dirty piles of it line the sidewalk. White paint is peeling from the front door, 

which is set in a grimy brick archway. A child’s plastic tricycle is lying by the steps, front wheel 

broken. 

MATTHEW is pacing frantically back and forth in the middle of the street, holding a black sheet 

of paper and a magnifying glass. He is wearing a brown jacket over thin plaid pajamas, and 

brown boots. He is holding the paper flat, trying to catch snowflakes. When he has some he looks  

over them through the magnifying glass, before waving them off the paper and starting again. 

MATTHEW [looking at the sheet]: D! Or, no, maybe an A? No it has to be a D, I’m sure of it! 

That would be, what, three now, baby girl? Can’t be, I must have missed some…goddamnit, 

they’ve melted! 

[Wipes the paper on his pant leg, and returns to collecting flakes]

MATTHEW: Come on, baby, give me something else. Give me a Y, come on, let me know 

you’re listening…

[Looks through magnifying glass] 

MATTHEW: Y? Is that…it had to be, yeah! [To sky] Daddy’s here, Suzie! Daddy’s reading them, 

just like he said!

[Stands there a moment, hands under his armpits, trying to warm himself before continuing]

MATTHEW: Hold on, baby, Daddy’s just…just gotta warm up a sec. [Pauses] Do you have 

somebody helping you, honey? Is someone showing you how to spell? My smart little girl…you 

caught on so quick in class. I bet you’re doing it all on your own now, huh? [voice breaks] All on 

your own…
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[Takes a deep breath, and resumes collecting. Door opens. MATTHEW starts. JUSTINE is 

wearing a pink bathrobe. She is staring at her husband with a look of worry]

JUSTINE: M-Matt? It’s…what’s wrong? You’ve been out here for an hour.

MATTHEW [hesitantly]: I…I’m. We’re talking, that’s all.

JUSTINE: Talking?

MATTHEW: Yeah. Trying to. I think I keep missing some letters. It’s hard to get to them in time. 

JUSTINE: What letters? What are you talking about?

MATTHEW: Sue. You know how fast she writes.

JUSTINE: Sue…oh god, Matthew. [starting to cry, hand over mouth]. Matthew, please don’t do 

this. 

MATTHEW: Why don’t we go get you a sheet? She…she probably wants to say hi. [holds paper 

out, looks through magnifying glass]. Um, no M’s here. Quick, get a sheet! One of us could get it 

before it melts—

JUSTINE: Matthew, for the love of god! 

MATTHEW: What? Are…are you tired? Don’t you want to tell her goodnight?

[JUSTINE stares through tear-rimmed eyes before turning around and slamming the door]

MATTHEW: Justine! [To sky] Suzie, honey, its ok. Mommy’s fine, she just needs some sleep. I’ll 

just, I’ll tell her you said I love you, okay? [looks over sheet] How about a heart, pumpkin? Like 

you drew her for Valentine’s Day, she would love that…

[Streetlight flickers and goes out. A moment later it comes back on. Time has passed; the 

snowdrift along the sidewalk is a little higher, the tricycle is gone. MATTHEW is in thick winter 

clothes, and is still gathering snowflakes. Whenever he identifies a letter he takes a small 

notebook out of his pocket and writes it down. A large suitcase is holding the door open.]
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MATTHEW [consulting notebook]: ...N…D. Grand. Grand? Is it grandpa, honey? Did you meet 

your grandpa? [replaces notebook, resumes collecting]

[JUSTINE exits the door, picking up the suitcase. She is dress in hat, gloves, scarf and a long 

coat. Her eyes are red-rimmed from crying.]

JUSTINE: Matt. Do you have your key? 

MATTHEW [holding out paper]: Get out of here, Justine.

JUSTINE: You shouldn’t be out here much longer. Promise me you’ll go inside soon, okay? 

[MATTHEW ignores her, catching snowflakes]

JUSTINE: Matthew, I need to know that you understand. 

[MATTHEW ignores her, and is poring over the paper with an expression of intense 

concentration]

JUSTINE: You know my mother’s number. You know where to find me. When you’ve sorted 

yourself out, I hope we can try to…Matt, for fuck’s sake, look at me! 

[JUSTINE grabs MATTHEW’s arm, causing him to drop the paper and the magnifying glass. He 

turns on JUSTINE, shouting]

MATTHEW: God damn it! Stop interrupting her! 

JUSTINE: She’s not there, Matthew!

MATTHEW: Shut up! Just shut up and let us talk. [Recovers the paper] Just leave if you’re 

going but stop bothering us.

JUSTINE: Why can’t you let it go?  Why don’t you see what this is doing to us? To you? We 

have to move on—

MATTHEW: I said shut up! 
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JUSTINE: I miss her too. I can’t blame you for that…but I blame you for this. You’re making me 

go, Matthew. You’re pushing me away. 

MATTHEW: No. Don’t even try to put this on me. This is about that fucking quack. 

JUSTINE: Dr. Geyer suggested—

MATTHEW: He fucking told you to walk away and you’re gonna do it. 

JUSTINE: It’s only a trial separation, Matt.

MATTHEW: You’re gonna leave her for him. 

JUSTINE: You know that isn’t true! 

MATTHEW: I showed you the letters. You just wouldn’t read them.

JUSTINE: There were no letters, Matt. They’re just not there. 

MATTHEW: They are! She’s talking right now…look! [holds out magnifying glass] There’s an 

M! She’s asking for you! Just come and read it! 

JUSTINE [steps back, shaking her head]: Goodbye, Matthew. Get some help. [Exits to right]

MATTHEW [Speaking anxiously towards the sky]: It’s okay, baby, it’s okay. Mommy will be 

back soon. She’s gonna go see grandma. She’ll tell her that grandpa said hi, how about that? 

[The wind picks up, blurring the falling snow. Matthew stands still to wait for it to pass, rubbing 

his arms vigorously]

MATTHEW [off-key]: Here comes Suzie Snowflake, dressed in a snow-white gown…tap-tap-

tapping on your window sill, to tell you she’s in town…

[Light flickers and shuts off again. Turns back on. The snowdrift is waist-high now. The steps to 

the door are covered in snow. MATTHEW is disheveled and unshaven, stumbling weakly back 

and forth as he collects snowflakes.]
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MATTHEW: Come on, Sue…what’s taking you so long? Where’d you get to? Suzie? [Looks 

over snowflakes.] No, nothing. Not even a D! [Waves them off the paper] Suzie! Daddy’s still 

here, baby! He’s still waiting! 

[MATTHEW’S gait grows increasingly unsteady. Trips over the snowdrift. Grunting, he tries to 

lift himself up, but is too weak. He falls back down, breathing heavily]

MATTHEW: What if she couldn’t hear me? What if she didn’t know I was here? Did…did she 

give up? [Voice growing fainter] No, baby, no. Come back. Hold on, just a little longer. [Tries to 

sit up. Falls back] I promise, pumpkin. I promise I’ll read them. Mommy will too, she just had 

to…to go away for a bit…

[MATTHEW closes his eyes and stops moving. The snow continues to fall. A section of the 

snowdrift shifts. SUZIE sits up, dressed in white with ice crystals stuck in her hair. Her skin is 

very pale. She stands, and walks slowly to MATTHEW’s prone body. She kneels down, tries to 

nudge him awake]

SUZIE: Daddy? Are you cold? 
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